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...... In addition, it also shows and result. Could someone please advise me how to hide this
to get rid of it in the view. I don't want this type of result. I was hoping to be able to use a
post method where I can modify the view from admin to just show price and only the
price. @Sajjid Islam is there anyway I could pull this result/query? Thank you! A: Well,
this particular one is a result of a WP_Query that happens to use
post_type="adsense_listings" So, you could use this as your custom query, and exclude it
from WP_Query. I believe it would be something like this: add_filter( 'posts_where',
'wpse_143146_hide_adsense_listing', 99, 2 ); function wpse_143146_hide_adsense_listing(
$where, $wp_query ) { if ( $wp_query->querying && $wp_query->queried_object_id ==
'143146' ) { unset( $where['AND'] ); $where['AND'].= " ad_id = 0"; } return $where; }
Also, as for hiding the listing permanently, it looks like the results are cached and can't be
modified. That's why it appears for just a single query, but once a query is ran, it won't
ever show again. It is possible to get rid of adense listings, but it is done by editing your
theme files. Either in functions.php or the active theme's php files directly. This is
probably not what you want to do, but it would be one method. New details about the
upcoming Ocean's 8 movie have been revealed online, including the return of Sandra
Bullock and George Clooney's characters. On Monday, The Hollywood Reporter revealed
its schedule for the year, and this week, THR has unveiled its schedule for 2018. Clearly,
the number eight slot isn't the only number to stand out, as that's been the common theme
of Warner Bros.' releases so far this year. For those who've been waiting to see how these
storylines play out, prepare for another
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